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A B O U T  U S 
Almitra Sustainables is a step towards co-existence. If we don't coexist 
we won't  exist. We often feel that our actions have a cascading effect, but 
actually, it  follows the circular effect path. Sustainable living is the only way 
to save our  home, and our bigger home - our planet! 

 

Our products are everything which supports a sustainable lifestyle which 
sounds  Utopian at this moment. Said that, no doubt our products are 
ethically sourced,  with no child labor, cruelty-free and vegan. You would be 
happy to know that we  have tried to keep our packaging plastic-free, so 
that we don't create more  waste to go in our landfills. 

 

This company is driven by a passionate team who are selfish enough to 
care for a  better quality of air to breathe, care for their own environment 
and for a better  place to live! 



A B O U T  U S 

Anamika and Biplab started their journey with raising their child naturally, barefoot is what 
they like to call it! It was like a second chance given to re live their own lives. Going plastic free 
and reducing waste was just not a life style but an example to be set. 

 

They wanted to provide their child with the most natural upbringing and found it challenging 
to get resources which would replace plastic or chemicals in the day to day life. The quest for 
this life style led them to explore and create sustainables alternatives drawing inspiration from 
the traditional lifestyle and handskills. 

 

Just like most of us, they also worked in corporate firms. However, they opted to leave that life 
and start something more meaningful that can improve their and other’s lives.  

 

Almitra Sustainbles set it’s stride in 2018.  

 

 

Know The 
Founders 

Anamika Sengupta, Co-founder 

Biplab Dutta , Co-founder 
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COIR REVOLUTION 

THE BEGINNING 

In our quest to make our living 

simple and more tuned to the 

ecosystem that we are living in, 

what seemed natural & wise 

was to go back to the basics. 

The task at hand was to make 

traditional & natural concepts 

more contemporary, effective 

and acceptable in the current 

world scenario.  



COIR REVOLUTION 

THE COIR FIBER 
 
We took this upon us as a 
challenge and at the same an 
opportunity to introduce the 
world to Coir! Derived from the 
discarded coconut husks, coir is 
a traditional & natural fiber 
which is part of everyday affairs 
in India. Coir is a gold mine 
when it comes to cleaning with 
innate features of being 
antibacterial, mold free, scratch 
free and safe that no synthetic 
cleaning tool can match. 



COIR REVOLUTION 

COIR ESSENTIALS 
 
Today Almitra Sustainables 
houses more than 40+ Coir 
Essentials ranging from 
cleaning to self-care. This is a 
result of the blend & the 
balance between traditional 
handskills practiced by the local 
artisans and modern 
technology. 



COIR REVOLUTION 

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT & 

EMPOWERMENT 
 
While Coir provides a new 
direction towards a toxic free 
life it also ensures employment 
& empowerment to local 
artisans as 80% of our staff are 
local Women who are the 
backbone of the entire Coir 
making process. 
A revolution in itself, Coir is a 
collective approach towards a 
better world.   
 





1) Clean With Pride Indoor 

Sweeping Broom-  $10  

(MOQ – 300 : $6.80) 

We all have been in that bent posture when it comes to 
Sweeping. But do you ever wonder is this the right way to 
do it? 
 
The lower back takes severe strain when sweeping in the 
bent position which can compromise your back health and 
also your posture. With the traditional brooms made 
shorter, everyone has got used to the habit of sweeping 
with a bent posture rather than upright, which is more 
ergonomic. 
 
Not only is it Ergonomic but it gives a feeling of cleaning 
with pride, where there’s no cringing of the body but an 
erect stature which embodies empowerment and respect. 
Introducing “The Stand Erect Long Handle Broom "which is 
thoughtfully designed to render a Mindful cleaning 
experience where both health and hygiene are not 
compromised. The composition of lightweight wooden 
handle and soft coir bristles with high fibre density, this 
broom makes cleaning effortless. This Broom is ideal for 
indoor sweeping on tiled floors & marble. 
 
Size: Handle – 4 feet | Wood Length – 25.5 cm |Wood 
width – 5 cm | Fiber length – 7 cm 
*Material – Handle: Rubber wood | bristle: CoirFiber 



2) Clean With Pride Outdoor 

Sweeping Broom- $ 10 

 

 (MOQ – 300 : $6.80) 

Outdoor cleaning like cleaning garden, backyard and 
sidewalks can be strenuous on the body when using short 
brooms which puts severe strain on the back because of 
bending.  
 
To lift oneself from this irrational and conditioned sweeping 
practice, we have modelled the Clean With Pride Outdoor 
Sweeping Broom. Ergonomically designed, this Broom 
allows you to stand erect and sweep proudly. 
 
With a sleek and easy to hold upright handle, this broom 
puts less strain on your knuckles and hands.   This one 
comes with a different set of bristles for outdoor cleaning 
which is Palmyrah fiber derived from Palmyra tree. Being 
naturally hard and stiff, the bristles on this broom can 
sweep twigs, stones, pebbles and other large debris with 
ease. 
 
Next time you have a dirty work to do, do it right and with 
pride using our Clean with Pride broom by your side! 
 
Size: Handle – 4 feet | Bristle length – 7.5 inch | Wood 
Length – 25.5 cm 
*Material – Handle: Rubber wood | bristle: Palmyrah Fiber 



3) Bathroom Floor Brush (S) - $ 10 

 (MOQ – 300 : $6.80) 

Features:  
- Hard palmyrah bristles with excellent filament density 
- Palmyrah bristles are excellent for scrubbing the 
toughest of dirt and grime from tiles and bathroom 
flooring 
- Far superior cleaning than products made of plastic 
- Comfortable 4 feet light weight handle for erect 
scrubbing 
- Less strain on hands and knuckles than coconut broom. 
- Does not scratch or damage tile, marble or granite 
flooring 
Usage: Best option for floor scrubbing  
 
Size: Handle – 4 feet | Wood Length – 25.5 cm |Wood 
width – 6.5 cm | Fiber length – 3 cm *Material – 
Handle: Country wood | bristle: coir Fiber 
 



4) Coconut Coir Bottle Cleaner -

$8 

 

 (MOQ – 500 : $4.50) 

Cleaning can be more sustainable and doesn’t have 
to come at the cost of harming our planet.  Introducing 
Bottle cleaners made out of Coconut  Coir. This Fibre is 
naturally anti-microbial so you don’t  have to worry that it 
would smell or become moldy  after the use. It’s easy to 
use and keeps the bottle  whistle clean. 
This coir is extracted from the husk of a coconut  which is 
usually discarded after its juice and meat  have been 
consumed. Considered merely but a waste  we use this 
coir to make natural cleaners to create a  plastic-free safe 
environment. 

*Size – L- 45 cm | Diameter – 5 cm  
*Material –Handle: GI Wire| bristle: CoirFiber  
*Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.  
Dishwasher safe. 



5) Coconut Coir Baby Bottle Cleaner- 

$6.50 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $3) 

A miniature coir bottle brush to safely clean your little one’s 
feeding bottle. The naturally antibacterial Coir fiber ensures 
that there’s no leaching of chemicals, keeping your babies 
food healthy and free from toxins.  
 
The soft yet sturdy fiber easily glides along the surface of the 
bottle, cleaning any residues that are left behind. Ergonomic 
in design and natural in feel, this Coir Bottle brush is an 
essential tool to include in your kitchen as not only can it be 
used for cleaning baby bottles but also other small bottles. 
  
Features: Safe on Hands | scratch free | plant-based 
|antibacterial |Made from Waste  
 
*Size – Length : 22 cm | Diameter : 5 cm 
*Material –Handle: GI Wire | Bristle: Coir Fiber 
*Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry. Dishwasher 
safe. 



6) Coconut Coir Multi-purpose 

Brush -  $7 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $4.50) 

Cleaning can be more sustainable and doesn’t have  to 
come at the cost of harming our planet. 
Introducing Floor and Laundry Scrubber made of  
Coconut Fiber. Its ideal for cleaning the floors and  even 
clothes. It is antic microbial so it doesn’t smell  or 
become moldy. 
These coirs are extracted from the husk of a coconut  
which is usually discarded after its juice and meat  have 
been consumed. Considered merely but a waste  we use 
this coir to make natural cleaners to create a  plastic-free 
safe environment. 
 
*Size – L – 15.5cm | W- 6 cm | Bristle Length – 3 
cm 
*Material – Handle: Neem wood  |Bristle:  Coir 
Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the 
sun to dry. 



7) Coconut Coir Vegetable Scrub- 

$5 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $3.50) 

Ever faced a problem to getting rid of the dirt on the  
Sweet Potatoes, Potatoes and other such produce?  
Introducing Vegetable Scrub made out of Coconut  Coir. 
Using this scrub not only helps to get rid of the  dirt but 
also pesticides and wax that comes along  with the 
produce. 
 
The coir is extracted from the husk of a coconut  which is 
usually discarded after its juice and meat  have been 
consumed. Considered merely but a waste  we use this 
coir to make natural cleaners to create a  plastic-free safe 
environment. 
 
*Size - L-13 cm | B – 9 cm | D - 5 
*Material – Handle: GI Wire | Bristles:  coir fiber 
*Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.  
Dishwasher safe. 



8) Vegetable Scrub(S)- $4 

(MOQ – 500 : $1.50) 

Features:  
- Convenient size and better coverage  
- The only vegetable scrub brush available in the market 
- Stainless steel wire to prevent rust 
- Soft natural coir fibre for excellent scrubbing 
- Contains no chemicals, binding materials, sulphur or rubber 
-100% Food safe 
Usage: Washing fertilizer residues and soil from vegetables like carrots, 
potatoes etc. The brush can remove wax from apples, Also good to be 
used as an utensil washing brush. 
 *Size - L-11cm | B – 8 cm | D – 4 cm ;*Material – Handle: GI Wire | 
Bristles:  coir fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.   

9) Vegetable Scrub (L) - $5.50 

(MOQ – 500 : $3.80) 

Features:  
- Convenient size and better coverage  
- The only vegetable scrub brush available in the market 
- Stainless steel wire to prevent rust 
- Soft natural coir fibre for excellent scrubbing 
- Contains no chemicals, binding materials, sulphur or rubber 
-100% Food safe 
Usage: Washing fertilizer residues and soil from vegetables like carrots, 
potatoes etc. The brush can remove wax from apples, Also good to be used  
as an utensil washing brush. 
*Size - L-15cm | B – 10 cm | D – 5 cm ;*Material – Handle: GI Wire | Bristles:   
coir fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.   
 



10) Coconut Coir Utensil Scrub 

(Wood-Free Range) - $8 

 

 (MOQ – 1000 : $4.80) 

Cleaning dishes and greasy pans can be more  
sustainable with these Coconut Coir Scrubs.  
Made from coconut fiber these are naturally anti-  
microbial and keeps the dishes whistle clean. 
This coir is extracted from the husk of coconuts  
which is usually discarded after its juice and meat  
have been consumed. Considered merely but a waste  
we use this coir to make natural cleaners to create a  
plastic-free safe environment. 
 
 
*Size -  Diameter – 10 cms 
*Material – Coir Fiber | Binding Material - Thread 
*Care – Rinse and dry. Dishwasher safe. 
*Contains – 5 pads 



11) Kitchen Whiskers Washing Brush (Wood-

Free Range) - $3 | (MOQ – 1000 : $1.80) 

Features 
- Wood free brush 
- The brush can be used to work up excellent lather 
- Both sides of the brush can be used for washing 
- Does not damage teflon and other coated utensils 
- Sturdy construction with copper binding 
Usage: Excellent brush for washing utensils where you like to work up 
excellent lather and thorough washing. 
 
*Size – L- 10 Cm D – 6 cm ;*Material – Handle: Copper Wire | Bristles: 
coir fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.   
 

12) Pop Wash Kitchen Brush (Wood-Free Range) 

 - $2 | (MOQ – 1000 : $1) 

Features: 
- Wood free brush 
- The brush can be used to work up excellent lather 
- Extremely comfortable to hold in hands 
- Does not damage teflon and other coated utensils 
- Sturdy construction with cotton yarn binding 
Usage: Excellent brush for washing utensils where you like to work up 
excellent lather and thorough washing. 
 
*Size - L-10cm | D – 5 cm ;*Material –Binding: Cotton string | Bristles: coir 
fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.   
 



13) Goldsmith Coir Washing Brush for Utensils - 

- $3 | (MOQ – 1000 : $1.80) 

Features:  
- A brush for those who are worried about fibre shedding from scouring 
pads and for those who like to keep their hands fully laden with soap and 
cleaning agents while washing. 
- Soft coir bristles with high fibre density 
- Sanded surface with groove for excellent hold 
- Forms excellent lather with soap 
- Does not leave scratch marks on utensils 
Usage: Ideal for washing utensils, an alternative to scouring pads. Helps 
keep your hand away from continuous contact with cleaning agents.  
*Size - L-10cm | W- 3 cm;*Material –Handle: treated Hevea| Bristles: coir 
fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry.   
 
 14) Premium Coir Bottle Brush - $4 |  

(MOQ – 1000 : $1.80) 

Features: 
- 16 cm cleaning area with bent top to wash hard to reach areas of bottles 
- Extremely comfortable handle 
- Cleans and scrubs better than plastic brushes 
- No chemical processing on the brushes. All natural and antibacterial coir 
bristles and premium stainless steel wire 
Usage: An ergonomically designed bottle washing brush 
 
Size - L-35 cm | D- 3.5 cm;*Material –Handle: SS Wire| Bristles: coir fiber ; 
*Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry. 
 



15) Coconut Coir Long Handle Pot 

Brush – $9 

 

(MOQ – 300 : $5.80) 

A low-tox way to keep your household pots clean! This 
Pot Brush is easy to use with its comfortable handle and 
natural fiber bristles which helps to remove grease and 
dirt. 
The coconut fiber is naturally antimicrobial and the brush 
is completely biodegradable. 
The coir are extracted from the husk of coconuts which is 
usually discarded after its juice and meat have been 
consumed. Considered merely but a waste we use this 
coir to make natural cleaners to create a plastic-free safe 
environment. 
  
*Size – L – 30 cm | W-10 cm  
*Material –Handle: Country wood  Bristle: Coir Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the sun 
to dry. 



16) Coconut Coir Toilet Brush –  

$9 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $5.80)  

 

Our Coconut Coir Toilet Brush is an earthy and 
natural cleaning tool to keep the environment in your 
house clean and safe. The brush has strong and 
durable bristles which are made from Coconut Coir. 
Along with an ergonomically designed wooden 
handle this brush is comfortable to hold and gets 
cleaning done in a jiffy. 
 
This brush is minimal and sustainable cleaning 
essential to do away with plastic and live mindfully. 
 
*Size – L – 50 cm |W- 5 cm | Bristle Length – 4 cm 
*Material –Handle: wood | Bristle: CoirFibr 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the 
sun to dry. 



17) Coconut Coir Dry Body Brush – 

$9 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $5.80) 

Almitra Sustainables Dry Body brush is a therapeutic  
body brush used for keeping the skin healthy. It is  made 
of Coconut coir bristle which is naturally anti-  microbial 
and it has an easy to grip wood handle. 
A dry body brush is often used before shower to get 
your skin looking supple and radiant. 
 
Here’s how Dry Body Brushing helps 
1) It exfoliates the dead skin cells away. 
2) Dry Body Brushing enhances blood flow. 
3) Increases Collagen production. 
 
Brush away all the toxins from the skin with this Dry  
Body Brush. 
 
Size – L – 25 cm |W- 7cm | Bristle Length – 3 cm 
*Material –Handle:  Pine wood | Bristle: Coir Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the 
sun to dry. 
 



18) Coconut Coir Pedicure Brush – 

$8 

 

 (MOQ – 500 : $4.50) 

Our Coconut Coir Pedicure Brush is one of that tools derived 
from the natural coconut coir fiber. When it comes to pedicure, 
exfoliation is must in order to remove the dead skin cells from 
your feet. Using a natural fiber bristle  will aid in better 
exfoliation and keep toxicity at bay. This will also hydrate and 
keep the skin healthy. 

 

With attention to detail we have kept the Coir bristles soft and 
they are specially hand combed for self care purpose. It’s 
suitable for both dry & wet usage (as it gives a good lather with 
soap). Ergonomically designed our pedicure brush is lightweight 
and easy to use. 

 
*Size: Brush Length – 9 cm | Brush width – 2 cm |Fiber length – 
2.5 cm 
*Material – Plant-Based, Handle: Rubber wood | bristle: 
Coconut Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the sun to dry. 



19) Coconut Coir Pot & Pan Brush- 

$7 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $4.80)  

 

Our Pan and Pot brush is made from Coconut Fibre  
which is a great way to eliminate the hazardous  plastic 
products used for Cleaning. 
The coconut fiber is naturally antimicrobial and the  
brush is completely biodegradable. 
The coirs are extracted from the husk of coconuts  which is 
usually discarded after its juice and meat  have been 
consumed. Considered merely but a waste  we use this 
coir to make natural cleaners to create a  plastic-free safe 
environment 
 
 
*Size – Handle diameter – 6 cm | Block length 6 cm 
| Fiber Length – 6 cm  
*Material –Handle: Neem or Jack wood Bristle:  Coir 
Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and dry. 



20) Coconut Fiber – Dip Brush 

$6.80 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $4.20) 

Sometimes it’s hard to get those tight spots cleaned 
from your Kitchen utensils and equipments, especially 
those nooks in the blender jars, you know how hard it 
can be to clean 

 

And we have just the right tool to fix that! 

Introducing Coconut Coir Dip Brush, for cleaning 
blender jars and other hard to clean kitchen 
equipments. This Brush is ergonomically designed 
with a long handle & tough coir bristles to get in those 
tight spots and do away with the food residues from 
your kitchen equipments. 

 

*Size – Length – 21 cm | bristle Length – 4 cm 
*Material –Handle: wood Bristle: Coir Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the 
sun to dry. 

 



21) Coconut Coir Bone Brush 

 $6.80 

 

(MOQ – 500 : $4.20) 
The hardest part of doing dishes is when it comes to cleaning 
the blender jars, those deep bottomed vessels and all the 
other kitchenware which drains you out before getting fully 
cleaned.  
 
Introducing Coconut Coir Bone Brush, to get in those tight 
spots of your kitchenware and clean effortlessly. This Coir 
Brush is ergonomically designed which resembles a bone like 
structure rendering a comfortable grip for swift cleaning. 
The naturally antibacterial, strong and durable coir bristles 
ensures an efficient cleaning without leaving behind any 
trace of food residues in your kitchenware.   
 
Made from Coconut Coir and treated with natural oils for 
wood preservation, our bone brush is chemical free, safe on 
hands & food safe. The making of our coir range involves a 
balance of traditional handskills practiced by the rural 
artisan and technology, put together that speaks for the 
unique quality of our Coir Essentials.  
  
*Size – Length– 18 cm | Fibre Length – 3 cm 
*Material –Handle: Neem or jack wood | Bristle: Coir Fiber | 
Surface Finish: Sanded & Soil seasoned  



22) Coconut Coir Pan Oil Brush 

- $5 | $6.80 (MOQ – 500 : $3.20) 
When it comes to a healthy and mindful cooking, keeping 
toxicity at bay is the key. Natural and traditional ingredients 
and tools are what governs a safe and healthy cooking. 
Keeping that in mind our Pan Oil Coir Brush was designed, to 
season your pans, cast iron cookware  and more with 
nothing but nature’s goodness.  
 
With an easy to hold wooden handle and hand-combed coir 
bristles, this Pan oil coir brush is easy to work with. As the 
Coir bristles do not melt, it doesn’t leach any chemicals or 
bacteria onto your cookware or the food. Instead, it lifts the 
flavour of your food, making it taste better with certain 
woodiness.  
This Coir brush is made proudly in India by the rural artisans 
using traditional hand craft skills and modern technology 
which defines it’s contemporary & revolutionary design.  
Adding this coir brush to your kitchen will make way for a 
safe, healthy and soulful cooking experience.  
 
Features: Plant-based | Made from waste |Food-Safe | 
Absorbs & Retains Oil |Chemical Free |Ergonomic and 
contemporary design 
  
*Size - Handle Diameter – 5 cm | Block Length – 6 cm | Fibre 
Length – 3 cm 
*Material –Handle: Neem Wood| Bristle: Coir Fiber 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the sun to 
dry. 



23) Burnt Marks Brush (Bassine 

Fiber)- $4.50  

(MOQ – 500 : $2.80) 

Burnt the bottom of your cooker while cooking rice or your 
Pan while cooking some curry? Then you know the headache 
of getting rid of those burnt marks! 
 
The stubborn burnt marks are hard to get rid of with regular 
scourers which shed while scrubbing plus they pose a threat 
to your health & the environment. To tackle this we have 
designed a natural burnt marks brush made from the Bassine 
fiber. This fiber is derived from the Palmyra Palms and is 
known to have an excellent durability and efficient cleaning 
property which can take up any intense cleaning task. 
  
Now do away with the burnt marks in your kitchenware 
easily with our Bassine Fiber Burnt Marks Brush. Our Burnt 
Marks Brush is Sustainable and proudly made in India by the 
Rural Artisans. 
 
*Note- not suitable for use on coated utensils. 
  
*Size – Length – 10 cm | Bristle Length – 1.5 cm |Brush 
Width – 3 cm  
*Material –Handle: Treated Hevea | Bristle: Coconut Fibre 
*Care – Rinse with mild soapy water and hang in the sun to 
dry 



24) Premium Coir Banister (M)- $9 

(MOQ – 300 : $5.80) 

Features: 
- Popular for railway usage and meets IS 2622-1986 
- A very full brush area for excellent dust removal 
- Comfortable handle for ease of use 
Usage: Excellent dusting brush for home and commercial use 
 
*Size - L-38 cm  | Brush L – 24 cm |Bristle L – 7.5 cm D – 5 cm ;*Material 
–Handle: Country Wood| Bristles: coir  Fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in 
your dish rack to dry.   

25) Boat Brush for Heavy Scrubbing (S)- $4 

(MOQ – 500 : $1.50) 

Features:  
- A low cost disposable scrub brush, a hygienic option 
- Hard palmyrah bristles with medium density 
- Comfortable size for easy hold and use 
- Better option than wire/ steel brush for scrubbing 
- Does not leave scratch marks on tiles 
Usage: Ideal for cleaning grime, algae, & grease from tiles, cement surfaces, 
& for acid washing of bathrooms & toilets.  
 
*Size - L-13cm | W – 6 cm | Bristle Length – 3 cm ;*Material – Handle: 
Country Wood| Bristles: Palmyrah fiber ; *Care – Rinse and place in your 
dish rack to dry. 
 



26) Oval Bassine Hard Scrub Brush (S)- $4 

(MOQ – 500 : $1.50) 

Features:  
- Hard palmyrah bristles with high density 
- Polished handle for wood protection 
- Oval shape for comfortable hold 
- Better option than wire/ steel brushes for heavy scrubbing 
- Does not leave scratch marks on tiles 
Usage: Ideal for cleaning grime, algae, & grease from tiles, cement 
surfaces, & for acid washing of bathrooms & toilets.  
 
Size - L-13.5 cm | W- 6.5 cm | Bristle L – 3 cm;*Material –Handle: Jack 
Wood| Bristles:Palmyrah ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to 
dry. 
 

27) Disposable Bassine Scrub Brush - $1.50 

(MOQ – 500 : $0.53) 
Features:  
- A low cost disposable scrub brush, a hygienic option 
- Hard palmyrah bristles with medium density 
- Comfortable size for easy hold and use 
- Better option than wire/ steel brushs for scrubbing 
- Does not leave scratch marks on tiles 
Usage: Ideal for cleaning grime, algae, & grease from tiles, cement surfaces, 
& for acid washing of bathrooms & toilets.  
 
Size - L-13 cm | W- 6 cm | Bristle L – 3 cm;*Material –Handle: Jack Wood| 
Bristles:Palmyrah ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry. 
 



28) Premium Bassine Hard Scrub Brush (L) -   $7 

| (MOQ – 500 : $4.50) 

Features:  
- Hard palmyrah bristles with high density 
- Treated rubber wood, eco friendly and sustainable plantation timber 
- Sanded surface with groove for good hold 
- Better option than wire/ steel brushes for heavy scrubbing 
- Does not leave scratch marks on tiles 
Usage: Ideal for cleaning grime, algae, & grease from tiles, cement 
surfaces, & for acid washing of bathroom & toilet floors  
 
Size - L-20.5 cm | W- 6 cm | Bristle L – 3 cm;*Material –Handle: Treated 
Hevea| Bristles:Palmyrah ; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to 
dry. 

29) Smoothie Straw Cleaning Brush- $1.50 

(MOQ – 500 : $0.53) 

Features: 
- Coir bristles for strong scrubs on your straw's inside 
- Suitable for larger smoothie metal straws 
- No chemical processing. All natural, antimicrobial coir bristles and  
Stainless steel wire handle and hence food safe 
Usage: For cleaning smoothie straws 
 
Size - L-25 cm | D- 0.8 cm| Handle L – 16 cm;*Material –Handle: GI Wire| 
Bristles:Coir; *Care – Rinse and place in your dish rack to dry. 
 
 



A B O U T  U S 
In The News 
Received Australian Award For 
Women Trading Globally  2019 
from Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade Australia, 
along with other accolades 

Media: 

1. Fortune India  

2. Your Story  

3. TedX 

4. The Indian Express 

5. Entrepreneur.com 

6.The Better India 

7. “I Am Earth Conscious” 
Documentary By  
Films Division Of India 

https://www.fortuneindia.com/enterprise/top-10-women-entrepreneurs-in-2020-21-by-the-indian-alert/105491?fbclid=IwAR3XDBe9b0Te7PQbxdQw2M-
https://yourstory.com/herstory/2020/09/woman-entrepreneur-sustainable-social-lifestyle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1ISyjDMj5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1ISyjDMj5c
https://indianexpress.com/article/parenting/family/barefoot-parenting-giving-son-a-gender-neutral-gadget-free-childhood-6618887/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/358423
https://www.thebetterindia.com/160764/environment-green-eco-shop-almitra-sustainables/
https://www.almitrasustainables.com/about-us/
https://www.almitrasustainables.com/about-us/
https://www.almitrasustainables.com/about-us/
https://www.almitrasustainables.com/about-us/
https://www.almitrasustainables.com/about-us/


 

GET  IN TOUCH 

Email:  

support@almitrasustainables.com 

 

PH: 97691 33231/ 9987557387 

 

 

Website: 

www.almitrasustainables.com 

 

Social Media: 

Facebook 

Instagram 

Youtube 

mailto:coreteam@almitrasustainables.com
http://www.almitrasustainables.com/
https://www.facebook.com/almitrasustainables/
https://www.instagram.com/almitrasustainables/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnwPHhSx20mjWtbo8FA7M0g

